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This is a banyan which is a man’s nightgown for informal
wear at home, made in Europe from imported silk damask,
1720s-30s. A banyan of this style is a wide, loose
garment, open at centre front, with wide sleeves. The
blue silk damask was woven in China for import into
Europe and is similar to a silk damask used for
furnishing. 1 The length of the repeat is 126.5 cms. It
is longer than in other kimono-shaped banyans with 46 to
64cms being more usual and suggests that this silk might
have been intended for furnishing but was also suitable
for this banyan. The full width of the silk is used
across the back.
Plate: T.31-2012
The term banyan came from a word in Gujerati for a Hindu
merchant or trader, in the province of Gujerat, India.
The anglicised form of the word was mentioned as early as
about 1599. 2 It came to be applied to the dress that
Europeans erroneously thought that such traders wore. 3
The loose style of this banyan is based on the Japanese
kimono; the so-called ‘Japanese gowns’ that were first
brought by tradesmen of the Dutch East India Company
(founded in 1602) to the Netherlands. In that country,
the nightgown soon gained popularity. 4 The Shogun gave
these garments to the directors of the United East India
Company at yearly audiences. The presentation of thirty
of these silk gowns re-established the trade agreement
between the Shogun and the Company so that it covered
another year. This is likely to have been in the 1640s
when the trade to Japan and China was the most important
business of the Dutch East India Company. The only silks
that the Company brought back from Japan in 1648–50 were
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a single parcel of Japanese kimonos. 5 These might have
been the ones presented by the Shogun. The kimonos were
often modelled on the ‘T’-shaped cut of the Japanese
kosode with a shawl collar and wide, short sleeves. So
few arrived each year that their rarity made them
desirable and they signified elevated status. 6 The
aristocrat, Jan Six (1618–1700) stated that ‘June 1689
was so cold that we had to don our winter underwear with
braziers at table and Japanese dress coats.’ 7 Elsewhere
in the Far East, Chinese potters in Canton made portrait
figures of Europeans wearing banyans of the kimono style.
An example of such a portrait figure shows a European
gentleman reclining on a couch and wearing what would be
an ankle-length kimono-style banyan fastened to the left
side. Plate: FE.24:1-1999.
The vogue for exotica had started in Britain with the
foundation of the Honourable East India Company and was
enhanced by travellers’ accounts and letters in the
eighteenth century and ‘nightgowns were part of this
trend.’ 8 The English East India Company, founded in
1601, traded mainly with India and China. The import of
silk piece goods from China peaked at 39,133 in 1739. 9
In seventeenth-century England, banyans soon gained
popularity. By the 1670s English tailors were making
kimono-style banyans from fashionable European silks. An
early ‘T’- shaped example was made from a British silk in
1707–20. Plate: T.281-1983.
Banyans could be made from linen, cotton or wool, some
calendered to make them shiny like silk, as well as silk
damask or brocaded silk. There were at least five London
gown warehouses that specialized in morning gowns,
another name for banyans, by the 1730s. They sold readymade garments for the wealthy rather than the poorer
middling sort. 10 The popularity of banyans spread
throughout Europe, this portrait of about 1670 depicts a
young Frenchman in his brocaded silk banyan. Plate:
P.68-1917.
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The style of banyans developed from the kimono style to a
fitted shape cut like the European coat. The rake who is
the centre of attention in this engraving from the series
The Rake’s Progress by William Hogarth is wearing a
banyan of the more fitted type with front closures
decorated with frogging. Plate: F.118:28. Surviving
fitted banyans in British collections have button
fastenings or those decorated with frogging. They have
sleeves shaped to the arm and cuffs with buttons. In
addition, some fitted banyans have waistcoat fronts
attached that are visible when the banyan is opened.
Examples of fitted banyans are in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, the National Museums of Scotland, Buckinghamshire
County Museum, and the Fashion Museum, Bath. 11 The
kimono-style banyan seems to have been worn for most of
the century. Numerous fitted banyans have a standing
collar, which, related to the formal coat, would place
them in the second half of the eighteenth century. 12
The term ‘nightgown’ was often used instead of ‘banyan’.
In addition, the term ‘Indian gown’ may refer to the
oriental textile out of which the garment was made; silk
or cotton, or to its kimono style. 13 ‘Indian gown’ as a
term was in use from the seventeenth into the eighteenth
century. In his diary, Samuel Pepys recorded sitting to
the portrait painter, John Hayls in 1666, ‘to Hales’s,
and there sat till almost quite dark upon working my
gowne, which I hired to be drawn in; an Indian gowne.’ 14
Twenty-two years later, a bill of 1688–89 in the Woburn
accounts of the Earls of Bedford lists details and the
price of new Indian gowns and mentions the covering of
old ones. The bill originates from Henry Kirke, Indian
Gown Seller, Strand, London., 15 In 1713, The Guardian
reported that ‘The Bath countenances the men of dress in
shewing themselves at the Pump in their Indian nightgowns without the least decorum.’ 16
There are records of the term ‘banyan’ being used
throughout the eighteenth century in Britain. Early use
includes the mention of a destroyed garment in 1725, ‘I
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have lost nothing by it but a banyan shirt, a corner of
my quilt, and my bible singed’ 17
A witness to a riot in
London in 1736 described one of the rioters as being
dressed ‘in a striped Banjan’. 18 In 1755, Samuel Johnson
published the definition of the word ‘Bannian’. 19 In
London in 1764, a trade card from the Golden Lion in
Tavistock Street advertised ready-made ‘Gentlemen’s
Banyans, Gowns & Caps’. 20 As late as 1785, the word for
the still fashionable garment continued to be in use, as
London’s Town and Country Magazine reported ‘banyans are
worn in every part of the town from Wapping to
Westminster.’ 21
Banyans were worn over unbuttoned waistcoats or shirts,
with or without neckcloths, breeches unfastened at the
knee, and sometimes undone stockings. Wigs were removed
and fashionable nightcaps put on shaven heads. Slippers
replaced shoes. The portrait figure of the European
gentleman originally had a nightcap, now missing, and he
wears a neckcloth, shirt, and slippers. Plate: FE.24:11999. In this sculpture of Handel by Louis François
Roubiliac, the composer wears a banyan and nightcap, his
waistcoat and breeches are unbuttoned and one foot rests
on a discarded slipper. Plate: A.3-1965.
The diversity of society was reflected in where men wore
banyans; those in elite society wore them in private. A
banyan might even have been intended to be worn ensuite
with a furnished room. A toilet set at Ham House,
associated with the wedding of the 4th Earl of Dysart in
1729 includes a banyan with matching slippers of the same
blue silk and silver tissue as some table covers, mirror
cloths and other accessories. 22 Whereas elite men were
often shown in portraits wearing their banyans whilst
studying in their libraries, professional men in the
middling ranks of society, wore them at work in private
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or in public. At ease in his banyan, Pepys worked on the
accounts of the Tangier Committee when he was its
Treasurer in 1665
Up, and in my nightgown, cap, and neckcloth,
undressed all day long; lost not a minute, but in
my chamber setting my Tanger accounts to rights 23
John Smith, mezzotinter, wore a banyan and nightcap for
his portrait. Plate: 22100.
A shipping merchant, in a painting by A. C. Hauck, was
depicted seated in his office in a shipping merchant’s
establishment wearing a banyan and slippers, his tricorn
hat the only concession to public space. 24 Captain Tom
the Barber, who was probably a barber-surgeon, rioted in
the street in his banyan. 25 His profession required
freedom of movement and thought. That the comfort of the
banyan was thought to free and stimulate the mind was
explained in a lecture in 1790 by Philadelphia physician
Benjamin Rush, who studied medicine in Edinburgh
Loose dresses contribute to the easy and vigorous
exercise of the mind. This remark is so obvious,
and so generally known, that we find studious men
are always painted in gowns […] Sometimes an open
collar, and loose shoes and stockings form a part
of their picture 26

The kosode was worn by Japanese men and women. However,
by about the 1650s the pattern of the textile came to
signify gender. 27 Both genders wore banyans in Britain.
An example of a woman’s banyan, in green damask, altered
in the 1750s or 1760s, that shows traditional shaping at
the back and sides for a woman’s gown, is in the V&A. 28
Plate: T.92-2003.
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However, far from the convention of gender-specific
patterns for Japanese kosode, there is evidence that
textiles from women’s gowns, which had long panels of
uncut fabric, could be re-used and made into men’s
banyans. The remains of the original pleats from a
woman’s garment are still evident in a textile that was
re-used to make a man’s banyan. 29 Both men and women
wore banyans in private and recent historiography
indicated that an enquiry into the banyan within marriage
using gender historical and cultural studies approaches
is a promising area of future research. 30
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